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Abstract. In Petri nets, computation is performed by executing transi-
tions. An effect-reverse of a given transition b is a transition that, when
executed, undoes the effect of b. A transition b is reversible if it is possi-
ble to add enough effect-reverses of b so to always being able to undo its
effect, without changing the set of reachable markings.
This paper studies the transition reversibility problem: in a given Petri
net, is a given transition b reversible? We show that, contrarily to what
happens for the subclass of bounded Petri nets, the transition reversibil-
ity problem is in general undecidable. We show, however, that the same
problem is decidable in relevant subclasses beyond bounded Petri nets,
notably including all Petri nets which are cyclic, that is where the ini-
tial marking is reachable from any reachable marking. We finally show
that some non-reversible Petri nets can be restructured, in particular by
adding new places, so to make them reversible, while preserving their
behaviour.
Keywords: Petri Nets, reverse transition, reversibility
1 Introduction
Reversible computation, a computational paradigm where any action can be
undone, is attracting interest due to its applications in fields as different as
low-power computing [24], simulation [9], robotics [27] and debugging [29]. Re-
versible computation has been explored in different settings, including digital
circuits [32], programming languages [33,26], process calculi [12], and Turing
machines [5]. In this paper, we focus on reversible computation in the setting of
Petri nets.
In the early years of investigation of Petri nets (the seventies), a notion of
local reversibility [8,19], requiring each transition to have a reverse transition,
was used. The reverse b− of a transition b undoes the effect of b in any marking
(i.e., in any state) reachable by executing b. That is, after having executed b
from some marking M it is always possible to execute b−, and this leads back to
marking M . Local reversibility is close to the definition currently used in, e.g.,
process calculi [12], programming languages [33,26] and Turing machines [5]. As
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time passed, a notion of global reversibility [15], requiring the initial state to be
reachable by any reachable state of the net, attracted more interest because of its
applications in controllability enforcing [23,31] and reachability testing [28]. The
notion of local reversibility occurred for some time under the name of symmetric
Petri nets [15], however, this name later changed the meaning to denote other
forms of state space symmetry [21,10]. In this paper, with reversibility we mean a
form of local reversibility (detailed below), and following [7] we write cyclicity to
refer to the other notion. In order to relate reversibility and cyclicity, one would
like to understand whether a Petri net can be made cyclic by adding reverse
transitions or, more generally, whether reverse transitions can be added.
This problem was first tackled in [2] for the restricted class of bounded Petri
nets. They provided the main insight below: the main issue is that adding reverse
transitions must not change the behaviour of the net, which was defined as the
set of reachable markings. However, this happens if the reverse of a transition
b can trigger also in a marking not reachable by executing b as last transition,
hence reverse transitions cannot always be added. However, in bounded Petri
nets one can always add a complete set of effect-reverses. An effect-reverse of
a transition b is a transition that, when executed, has the same effect as the
reverse of b. However, an effect-reverse may not be enabled in all the markings
the reverse is, hence adding one effect-reverse is in general not enough. A set of
effect-reverses able to reverse a given transition b in all the markings where the
reverse b− can do it is called complete.
Hence, following [2], we define the transition reversibility problem as follows:
in a given Petri net, can we add a complete set of effect-reverses for a given
transition b without changing the set of reachable markings? We say a net is re-
versible if the answer to the transition reversibility problem is positive for each
transition. The approach in [2] cannot be easily generalised to cope with un-
bounded Petri nets. The problem is hard in the unbounded case (indeed, we will
show it to be undecidable) since adding even a single reverse (or effect-reverse)
transition can have a great, and not easily characterisable, impact on the net.
Indeed, the problem MESTR (Marking Equality with Single Transition Reverse)
of establishing whether adding a single reverse (or effect-reverse) transition to a
given net changes the set of reachable markings is, in general, undecidable [3].
One can, however, try to add effect-reverses, hoping to get a complete set of
them without needing the ones for which the MESTR problem is undecidable.
In this paper, we tackle the transition reversibility problem in nets which
are not necessarily bounded. We propose an approach based on identifying pairs
of markings which forbid to add the effect-reverses of a specific transition b
(Section 3). We call such pairs b-problematic. We show that a transition b is
reversible iff there is no b-problematic pair (Corollary 1). We then study relevant
properties of b-problematic pairs, including decidability and complexity issues
(Section 4). In particular, we show that the existence of b-problematic pairs is
undecidable (Theorem 3), which is surprising since for a given transition b the set
of minimal b-problematic pairs is finite (Proposition 2), and checking whether a
given pair of markings is b-problematic is decidable (Corollary 2).
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Given that the problem is undecidable, we identify relevant subclasses of Petri
nets where the problem becomes decidable (Section 5). We show, in particular,
that cyclicity implies reversibility (Corollary 3), which in our opinion provides a
novel link between the two notions.
In order to have more reversible nets, we study whether a net can be re-
structured so to make it reversible while preserving its behaviour, in the sense
described below (Section 6). First, we show that some nets, but not all, can
be made reversible by extending them with new places, while preserving the re-
quirements and effect of transitions on existing ones. Second, we consider whether
the reversed behaviour of a net (obtained by considering the net as a labelled
transition system and then adding reverse transitions) could be obtained as a
behaviour of any Petri net, possibly completely different from the starting one.
Surprisingly, this is possible only for Petri nets that can be made reversible by
just extending them with new places (Theorem 5).
2 Background
In this section we introduce the notions needed for our developments. While
these are largely standard, we mainly follow the presentation from [2] and [4].
The group ZX and the monoid NX
The set of all integers is denoted by Z, while the set of non-negative integers
by N. Given a set X, the cardinality (number of elements) of X is denoted by
|X|, the powerset (set of all subsets) by 2X . Multisets over X are members of
NX , i.e., functions from X into N. We extend the notion for all integers in an
intuitive way obtaining mappings from X into Z. If the set X is finite, mappings
from X into Z (as well as N) will be represented by vectors of Z|X|, written as
[x1, . . . , x|X|] (assuming a fixed ordering of the set X). Given a function f we
represent its domain restriction to a set X (subset of its domain) as f ↓X .
The group ZX , for a set X, is the set of mappings from X into Z with
componentwise addition + (note that NX with + is a monoid). If Y,Z ∈ ZX
then (Y + Z)(x) = Y (x) + Z(x) for every x ∈ X, while for A,B ⊆ ZX we have
A + B = {Y + Z | Y ∈ A ∧ Z ∈ B}. We define subtraction, denoted by −,
analogously. The star operation is defined as Y ∗ =
⋃{Yi | i ∈ N}, where Y0 is
a constant function equal 0 for every argument, denoted by 0, and Yi+1 = Yi+Y .
Rational subsets of NX are subsets built from atoms (single elements of NX) with
the use of finitely many operations of union ∪, addition + and star ∗. The partial
order ≤ (both on mappings and tuples) is understood componentwise, while <
means ≤ and 6=. Given A ⊆ ZX , min(A) is the set of minimal elements in A.
For tuples over X we define first : Xn → X by first((x1, x2, . . . , xn)) = x1.
Transition systems
A labelled transition system (or, simply, lts) is a tuple TS = (S, T,→, s0) with a
set of states S, a finite set of labels T , a set of arcs →⊆ (S×T×S), and an initial
state s0 ∈ S. We draw an lts as a graph with states as nodes, and labelled edges
defined by arcs. A label a is fireable at s ∈ S, denoted by s[a〉, if (s, a, s′) ∈→, for
some s′ ∈ S. A state s′ is reachable from s through the execution of a sequence of
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transitions σ ∈ T ∗, written s[σ〉s′, if there is a directed path from s to s′ whose
arcs are labelled consecutively by σ. A state s′ is reachable if it is reachable from
the initial state s0. The set of states reachable from s is denoted by [s〉. A state
s′ is reachable by a (also said a-reachable) if it is reachable via a sequence of
transitions having a as last element. A sequence σ ∈ T ∗ is fireable, from a state
s, denoted by s[σ〉, if there is some state s′ such that s[σ〉s′. A labelled transition
system TS = (S, T,→, s0) is called finite if the set S is finite.
We assume that for each a ∈ T , the set of arcs labelled by a is nonempty.
Let TS1 = (S1, T,→1, s01) and TS2 = (S2, T,→2, s02) be ltss. A total func-
tion ζ : S1 → S2 is a homomorphism from TS1 to TS2 if ζ(s01) = s02 and
(s, a, s′) ∈→1⇔ (ζ(s), a, ζ(s′)) ∈→2, for all s, s′ ∈ S1, a ∈ T . TS1 and TS2 are
isomorphic if ζ is a bijection.
Petri nets
A Place/Transition Petri net (or, simply, net) is a tuple N = (P, T, F,M0),
where P is a finite set of places, T is a finite set of transitions, F is the flow
function F : ((P × T )∪ (T × P ))→ N specifying the arc weights, and M0 is the
initial marking. Markings are mappings M : P → N.
Petri nets admit a natural graphical representation (see, e.g., net N1 in Fig-
ure 1 of Section 3). Nodes represent places and transitions, arcs represent the
weight function (we drop the weight if it is 1). Places are indicated by circles,
and transitions by boxes. Markings are depicted by tokens inside places.
The effect of a transition a on a place p is eff p(a) = F (a, p) − F (p, a). The
(total) effect of transition a ∈ T is a mapping eff (a) : P → Z, where eff (a)(p) =
eff p(a) for every p ∈ P . For a transition a ∈ T we define two mappings: ena,
called entries, and exa, called exits, as follows: ena, exa : P → N and ena(p) =
F (p, a) as well as exa(p) = F (a, p) for every p ∈ P . A transition a ∈ T is enabled
at a marking M , denoted by M [a〉, if M ≥ ena. The firing of a at marking M
leads to M ′, denoted by M [a〉M ′, if M [a〉 and M ′ =M+eff (a) (note that there
is no upper limit to the number of tokens that a place can hold). The notions
of enabledness and firing, M [σ〉 and M [σ〉M ′, are extended in the usual way to
sequences σ ∈ T ∗, and [M〉 denotes the set of all markings reachable from M .
We assume that each transition is enabled in at least one reachable marking. It
is easy to observe that transition enabledness is monotonic: if a transition a is
enabled at marking M and M ≤M ′, then a is also enabled at M ′.
Note that markings as well as entries and exits of a transition are multisets
over P (mappings from P to N), while total effect is a mapping from P to Z,
hence we represent all of them as vectors (after fixing an order on P ).
The reachability graph of a Petri net N = (P, T, F,M0) is defined as the lts
RG(N) = ([M0〉, T, {(M,a,M ′) |M,M ′ ∈ [M0〉 ∧M [a〉M ′},M0).
Intuitively, the reachability graph has reachable markings as states and firings as
arcs. If a labelled transition system TS is isomorphic to the reachability graph
of a Petri net N , then we say that N solves TS, and TS is synthesisable to N .
A Petri net N = (P, T, F,M0) is bounded if [M0〉 is finite (hence its reachability
graph is a finite lts), otherwise the net is unbounded. A place p ∈ P is bounded
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if there exists np ∈ N such that M(p) < np for every M ∈ [M0〉, otherwise the
place is unbounded. The set of all bounded places of the net N is denoted by
bound(N). Note that every place of a bounded net is bounded, while in each
unbounded net there exists at least one unbounded place.
We now define reverses of transitions, and effect-reverses of transitions.
Definition 1 (transition reverse and effect-reverse). The reverse of a
transition a ∈ T in a net N = (P, T, F,M0) is the transition a− such that for
each p ∈ P we have F (p, a−) = F (a, p) and F (a−, p) = F (p, a). An effect-reverse
of a transition a ∈ T is any transition a−e such that eff (a−e) = −eff (a).
A minimum effect-reverse (that is, an effect-reverse without self-loops) of a
transition a ∈ T is a transition a−e such that for each p ∈ P we have ena−e(p) =
−eff p(a−e) and exa−e(p) = 0 if eff p(a−e) ≤ 0, and ena−e(p) = 0 and exa−e(p) =
eff p(a
−e) otherwise.
Notably, the reverse of a transition is also an effect-reverse, but not every
effect-reverse is a reverse. Furthermore, a reverse of a transition a is able to
reverse the transition a in any marking reachable by a, while an effect-reverse
may do it only in some of these markings. A set of effect-reverses for transition
a is complete if it includes enough effect-reverses to reverse a at any marking
reachable by a.
We now define the notions of reversibility and cyclicity we are interested in.
Definition 2 (reversibility). A transition b is reversible in a net N if it is
possible to add to N a complete set of effect-reverses of b without changing the
set of reachable markings. A net N is reversible if all its transitions are reversible.
Definition 3 (cyclicity). Let N = (P, T, F,M0) be a Petri net. A marking M
reachable in N is called a home state if it is reachable from any other marking
reachable in N . A net N is cyclic if M0 is a home state.
3 Problematic pairs
In this paper, we tackle the transition reversibility problem, that is we want
to decide whether, in a given Petri net N (possibly unbounded), we can add a
complete set of effect-reverses of a given transition b without changing the set
of reachable markings. In other words, if N is the original net and N ′ the one
obtained by adding the complete set of effect-reverses, then their reachability
graphs RG(N) and RG(N ′) differ only for the presence of reverse transitions in
RG(N ′). In particular, no new markings are reachable in N ′, hence RG(N) and
RG(N ′) have the same set of states.
We remark that the net obtained by adding complete sets of effect-reverses
for each transition (without changing the set of reachable markings) is by con-
struction reversible and also trivially cyclic, hence understanding the transition
reversibility problem is the key for understanding also reversibility and cyclicity.
In this section we show that the transition reversibility problem for transition
b is equivalent to deciding the absence of particular pairs of markings, that we
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Fig. 1. A Petri net N1 and part of its reachability graph (transition system).
call b-problematic, introduced below. This characterisation will help us in solving
the transition reversibility problem for relevant classes of Petri nets.
Let us start by considering the sample net N1 in Figure 1. Net N1 has two
unbounded places, hence the theory from [2], valid for bounded nets, does not
apply. Furthermore, adding a complete set of effect-reverses for transition b in
net N1 changes the set of reachable markings. Intuitively, the reason is that the
net contains two markings M1 and M2 such that in M1 at least one effect-reverse
should trigger, in M2 it must not (since M2 is not reachable by b), but M2 is
greater than M1. Hence, by monotonicity, we have a contradiction.
We now introduce the notion of b-problematic pair to formalise the intuition.
Definition 4 (b-problematic pair). Let N = (P, T, F,M0) be a net, and b ∈ T
a transition. A pair (M1,M2) of markings reachable in N is b-problematic if
M1 < M2, ∃σ∈T∗M0[σb〉M1 and ∀ρ∈T∗¬M0[ρb〉M2. 3
The set of all b-problematic pairs in N is denoted by Pb(N).
We say a pair is problematic if it is b-problematic for some transition b.
Pair ([1, 1], [2, 1]) is b-problematic in net N1 in Figure 1. Intuitively, an effect-
reverse of b should trigger in marking [1, 1] (reachable by b) but not in marking
[2, 1] (not reachable by b), but monotonicity forbids this.
The notion of problematic pair has been also implicitly used by [7], to define
the notion of complete Petri net and study the inverse of a Petri net. Complete-
ness allows one to block reverse transitions in all markings that do not occur as
second component of a problematic pair.
We can now prove that b-problematic pairs forbid to reverse transition b.
Proposition 1. Let N = (P, T, F,M0) be a Petri net and b ∈ T a transition. If
there exists in N a b-problematic pair, then b is not reversible in N .
3 Note that there can be two reasons for ¬M0[ρb〉M2. Either ρb is not enabled at M0
or M0[ρb〉M but M 6=M2.
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Proof. Let (M1,M2) be the b-problematic pair. A complete set of effect-reverses
should include at least one effect-reverse b−e triggering in M1. By monotonicity
b−e triggers also in M2, but, since M2 is not reachable by b, adding b−e changes
the set of reachable markings. This proves the thesis. uunionsq
The result above is independent of the number of effect-reverses in the com-
plete set, hence even considering an infinite set of effect-reverses would not help.
We have shown that the existence of b-problematic pairs implies that b is
not reversible. We now prove the opposite implication, namely that absence of
b-problematic pairs implies reversibility of b.
Theorem 1. Let N = (P, T, F,M0) be a Petri net and b ∈ T a transition. If no
b-problematic pair exists in N , then b is reversible in N .
Proof. Take a reachable marking M . If it is greater than a b-reachable marking
then it is b-reachable (otherwise we would obtain a b-problematic pair). Take the
set bR of b-reachable markings. Let min(bR) be the set of all minimal elements in
bR. They are all incomparable, hence by Dickson’s Lemma [14] the set min(bR) is
finite. Let us consider the set of effect-reverses of b composed of the effect-reverses
b−e of b such that enb−e ∈ min(bR). Note that we have one such effect-reverse for
each marking in min(bR). By monotonicity, we have at least one effect-reverse
triggering at each marking in bR, and no effect-reverse triggering outside bR,
hence this is a complete set of effect-reverses (that do not change the set of
reachable markings) as desired. uunionsq
The result above is an unbounded version of the procedure presented in the proof
of [2, Theorem 4.3] for bounded nets. By combining the two results above we get
the following corollary, showing that b-problematic pairs provide an equivalent
formulation of the transition reversibility problem.
Corollary 1. Let N = (P, T, F,M0) be a Petri net and b ∈ T a transition. The
transition b is reversible in N iff no b-problematic pair exists in N .
The formulation in terms of b-problematic pairs raises the following question:
– Is it decidable whether a b-problematic pair exists in a given net?
In Section 4 we answer negatively the question above, hence the transition re-
versibility problem is in general undecidable. This raises additional questions:
1. Can we decide whether a given pair of markings is b-problematic for a net?
2. Can we find relevant classes of nets where the transition reversibility problem
is decidable?
3. Can we transform a net into a reversible one while preserving its behaviour?
We will answer the questions above in Sections 4, 5 and 6, respectively.
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4 Undecidability of the existence of b-problematic pairs
The main result of this section is the undecidability of the existence of b-
problematic pairs and, as a consequence, of the transition reversibility problem.
Before proving our main result we show, however, that a given net has
finitely many minimal b-problematic pairs, and that one can decide (indeed it
is equivalent to the Reachability Problem) whether a given pair of markings is
b-problematic. These results combined seem to hint at the decidability of the
transition reversibility problem. However, this is not the case.
We start by proving that there are finitely many minimal b-problematic pairs.
Proposition 2. Let N = (P, T, F,M0) be a net, and b ∈ T a transition. There
exist finitely many minimal b-problematic pairs in N .
Proof. A b-problematic pair ([x1, . . . , xn], [y1, . . . , ym]) can be seen as a tuple
(x1, . . . , xn, y1, . . . , ym), hence the result follows from Dickson’s Lemma [14]. uunionsq
We now show by reduction to the Reachability Problem that one can decide
whether a given pair of markings is b-problematic.
Lemma 1. One can reduce the problem of checking whether a given pair of
markings is b-problematic to the Reachability Problem.
Proof. Let (M1,M2) be the given pair of markings. One has to check that they
are reachable and that the marking M1− eff (b) is reachable, and M2− eff (b) is
not, which are four instances of reachability. uunionsq
On the other hand, we can reduce the Reachability Problem to checking
whether a given pair of markings is b-problematic.
Theorem 2. One can reduce the Reachability Problem to the problem of check-
ing whether a given pair of markings is b-problematic.
Proof. The proof is by construction. The construction is depicted in Figure 2.
Let N = (P, T,W,M0) be a net and M a marking of this net. We will build a new
net N ′ and a pair of markings (M1,M2) in it such that (M1,M2) is b-problematic
in N ′ if and only if M is reachable in N .
We define net N ′ as (P ∪ {q1, q2, q3}, T ∪ {b, c},W ′,M ′0). We assume that
q1, q2, q3, b, c are fresh objects. For the vector representation of markings in N ′
we fix the order of places as follows: first the places from N (in the order they
have in N), then places q1, q2, q3 in order. We set M ′0 = [x1, . . . , xn, 1, 0, 0] with
[x1, . . . , xn] = M0. W ′ extends W as follows. Place q1 is connected by a self-
loop with every transition a ∈ T , and a preplace of the two new transitions b, c.
Place q2 is a postplace for both new transitions, while q3 is a postplace for c
only. Moreover, c and b take from any place p ∈ P a number of tokens equal to,
respectively, M0(p) and M(p).
In the constructed net we can always reach marking M2 = [0, . . . , 0, 1, 1] (by
executing c in M ′0) but never reach it by executing b (since only c adds a token













Fig. 2. Reducing reachability to checking whether a pair of markings is b-problematic.
to place q3, but b and c are in conflict because of place q1). We can also reach
marking M1 = [0, . . . , 0, 1, 0] by executing b iff M is reachable in N . Indeed, if b
triggers in some marking M3 > M then some tokens are left in the places from N ,
and they are never consumed since b consumes the token in q1, which is needed
to perform any further transition. Thus, the pair (M1,M2) is b-problematic in
N ′ if and only if M is reachable in N .
This proves that we can use a decision procedure checking whether a pair of
markings is b-problematic in order to solve the Reachability Problem. uunionsq
We can combine the two results above to give a precise characterisation of
the complexity of checking whether a given pair of markings is b-problematic.
Corollary 2. The problem of deciding whether a given pair of markings is b-
problematic and the Reachability Problem are equivalent.
As a consequence, known bounds for the complexity of the Reachability Prob-
lem apply to the problem of deciding whether a given pair of reachable markings
is b-problematic as well. For instance, we know that it is not elementary [11].
At this stage it looks like there should be a procedure to construct the fi-
nite set min(Pb(N)). Indeed, we can perform an additional step in this direc-
tion: we can compute a (finite) over-approximation min(Eb(N) + {eff (b)}) (we
remind that Eb(N) is the set of markings of N where b is enabled) of the (fi-
nite) set min(first(Pb(N))) of the minimals of the markings that may occur as
first component in a b-problematic pair. Both the set min(first(Pb(N))) and its
over-approximation are finite, but deciding membership and browsing the over-
approximation is easy, while even the emptiness problem is actually undecidable
for the set min(first(Pb(N))).
We first need a lemma on monotonicity properties of b-problematic pairs.
Lemma 2. Let N = (P, T, F,M0) be a net, b ∈ T a transition, and (M1,M2) a
b-problematic pair.
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– If M3 < M1 and ∃σ∈T∗M0[σb〉M3 then (M3,M2) is a b-problematic pair.
– If M2 < M4, M4 is reachable and ∀ρ∈T∗¬M0[ρb〉M4 then (M1,M4) is a
b-problematic pair.
Proof. Directly from Definition 4, using the transitivity of <. uunionsq
We now prove the correctness of our over-approximation.
Lemma 3. Let N = (P, T, F,M0) be a net, b ∈ T a transition. Then:
min(first(Pb(N))) ⊆ min(Eb(N) + {eff (b)})
Proof. Take a b-problematic pair (M1,M2). By definition M1 is an element of
Eb(N)+{eff (b)}. Assume it is not minimal. Then there exists M3 ∈ min(Eb(N)+
{eff (b)}) such that M3 < M1 and so, by Lemma 2, (M3,M2) is also a b-
problematic pair, hence M1 /∈ min(first(Pb(N))). uunionsq
Contrarily to what one could expect from these encouraging preliminary
results, the existence of a b-problematic pair is undecidable.
Theorem 3. The problem of the existence of a b-problematic pair is undecidable.
Proof. Assume towards a contradiction that we can decide the existence of a
b-problematic pair in a net N . Consider the decision problem MESTR from [3] –
Are the reachability sets of two given nets N and N ′, where N ′ is obtained from
N by adding the single reverse b− of a given transition b, equal? We show below
that we can reduce MESTR to checking the existence of a b-problematic pair.
Consider the following procedure. If N cannot be reversed by a set of effect-
reverses then it cannot be reversed by a single reverse b−. Hence, if there exists
a b-problematic pair in N , then the answer for MESTR is negative.
Otherwise we construct the set of markings
X = (NP \ (min(Eb(N) + eff (b)) + NP )) ∩ (ex b + NP ).
X consists of markings Mˆ (reachable or not) such that:
1. b− triggers in Mˆ ;
2. Mˆ is not b-reachable;
Condition 1 holds thanks to (ex b+NP ). Condition 2 holds since Mˆ is not in the
set (min(Eb(N) + eff (b)) + NP ).
We show now that, if there exists no b-problematic pair in N , then X
contains all reachable markings which are not b-reachable. Assume towards a
contradiction that M /∈ X is reachable in N but not reachable by b. Then
M /∈ min(Eb(N) + eff (b)) (because it is not reachable by b) and there exists
M ′ ∈ min(Eb(N)+ eff (b)) which is smaller than M (because otherwise M ∈ X).
Hence (M ′,M) is a problematic pair which we excluded.
As a result, if there exists no b-problematic pair in N , it is enough to ask,
whether there is any reachable marking in X. If one such marking exists then the
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answer for MESTR is positive, otherwise it is negative. It remains to show that
(i) one can construct the set X and (ii) check whether it contains any marking
reachable in N .
To prove part (i) we utilise the fact that (min(Eb(N) + eff (b)) is finite and
can be easily computed using Dickson’s lemma and the coverability set (see [16])
of N . Moreover, {ex b} is a singleton while NP is the set of all multisets over P .
Summing up, NP , (min(Eb(N) + eff (b)), and ex b + NP are rational subsets of
NP and one can provide rational expressions for them. Since, by [18], rational
subsets of NP form an effective Boolean algebra (see also [1] for more details),
we can construct (giving a rational expression) the set X.
To prove part (ii) we use the results from [20], showing that the emptiness
problem for intersection of the set of reachable markings and any rational set of
markings given by a rational expression is decidable for Petri nets.
Summing up, if the existence of a b-problematic pair is decidable, then also
MESTR is decidable, which is not true. Hence, the existence of a b-problematic
pair is undecidable. uunionsq
5 Decidable subclasses
We have shown that in general the transition reversibility problem is undecidable,
as well as the existence of a b-problematic pair. We already know from [2] that
the problem becomes decidable in the class of bounded nets. We show below
a few other classes of Petri nets (not necessarily bounded) where the problem
is decidable. In particular, we show that the transition reversibility problem is
decidable, and indeed complete sets of effect-reverses always exist, for cyclic nets.
Note that cyclicity does not ensure that a net actually has effect-reverses
for all transitions. However, we show that complete sets of effect-reverses can
always be added without changing the set of reachable markings in such nets.
This result links cyclicity to reversibility. We prove a more general result, and
then show the one above to be an instance.
Proposition 3. Let N = (P, T, F,M0) be a net and b ∈ T one of its transitions.
If all the reachable markings enabling b are home states then there exists no b-
problematic pair in N .
Proof. The proof follows the schema in Figure 3. Assume towards a contradiction
that M1 < M2 is a b-problematic pair. Let M be the marking such that M [b〉M1
(reachable since M1 is reachable by b). By the assumption, M is a home state,
hence there exists a path σ from M1 to M . Applying σb in M2 (possible by
monotonicity) leads to M2 back, with b as the last transition, hence (M1,M2) is
not b-problematic against the hypothesis. uunionsq
Proposition 4. Let N be a cyclic net and b ∈ T one of its transitions. There
exists no b-problematic pair in N .











Fig. 3. Idea of the proof of Proposition 3.
Proof. Directly from Proposition 3, since in a cyclic net every reachable marking
is a home state. uunionsq
Corollary 3. Each cyclic net is reversible.
The inverse implication does not hold, since one has to actually add effect-
reverses to obtain a cyclic net. Moreover, an alternative proof of the result above
can be based on the semi-linearity of reachability set for cyclic nets [7].
We present below another class of nets where reversibility is decidable.
Proposition 5. Take a net N . If the set of reachable markings which are not
home states is finite then one can decide whether N is reversible or not.
Proof. First, we can construct the set of all markings which are not home states
(finite by assumption) as follows. We do not discuss whether finiteness is decid-
able or not. By [13] one can verify whether a given marking is a home state.
Moreover, every marking reachable from a home state is a home state. Hence,
we can find all non home states as follows: explore all states starting from the
initial one and stop exploring a branch every time you find a home state.
Consider now the construction in Theorem 1. We will decide whether an
arbitrary effect-reverse (triggering in a marking M1) of some transition b changes
the set of reachable markings. This happens only if there exists a marking M2 >
M1 which is not b-reachable. We will consider a few cases, distinguished by
whether M2 and M1 are home states or not.
If both of them are home states then consider the netN ′ obtained by changing
the initial marking to any home state. N ′ has precisely all home states of N
(called a home space [6]), including M1 and M2, as reachability set and is cyclic.
By Proposition 4 (M1,M2) is not b-problematic in N ′, hence M2 must be b-
reachable. Thus it is b-reachable also in N against the hypothesis, hence this
case can never happen.
If M2 is not a home state (M1 may be home state or not), then thanks to
Corollary 2 we can check all the combinations of a marking in min(Eb(N) +
{eff (b)}) (which is a finite over-approximation of the possible first elements
thanks to Lemma 3) with a marking which is not a home state (the corresponding
set is finite and can be constructed as discussed at the beginning of the proof).
Assume M2 is a home state, but M1 is not. Consider the set of all minimal
home states larger than M1. This is finite from Dickson’s Lemma [14]. We can
construct it using the computed set of reachable markings which are not home
states and the coverability set [16] which helps to decide whether there will be
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any reachable marking larger than the one considered. This way, we can browse
a tree of all markings larger than M1, and cut the branch whenever we find a
home state or the considered marking is not coverable.
Suppose that M2 is not in this set, then there is a home state M3, which
is smaller than M2 but larger than M1. If M3 is b-reachable then (M3,M2) is
a problematic pair, which is impossible, since both of them are home states.
Otherwise, (M1,M3) is a problematic pair and the net is not reversible. uunionsq
6 Removing problematic pairs
We know from Proposition 1 that we cannot reverse a net N with problematic
pairs. In this section we investigate whether a net N that is not reversible can be
made reversible by modifying it but preserving its behaviour. First, we consider
adding new places to the net, but preserving its behaviour. Second, we allow to
completely change the structure of the net, again preserving its behaviour. The
second case is a generalisation of the first one, but, surprisingly, they turn out
to work well for the same set of nets.
We need to define what exactly “preserving its behaviour” means. We cannot
require the reachability graphs to be the same, as done in previous sections,
since the set of places changes. We could require them to be isomorphic, but it is
enough to have a homomorphism from the restructured net to the original one.
Indeed, this weaker condition is enough to prove our results.
If only new places are added, one may try to simply require transitions to
have their usual behaviour on pre-existing places. This approach is safe, i.e. by
restricting the attention to old places, no new marking appears, and no new
transition between markings becomes enabled. Yet, there is the risk to disable
transitions, and, as a consequence, to make unreachable some markings which
were previously reachable.
We define below the notion of extension of a net N , which requires (1) that
no new behaviours will appear, and (2) that previous behaviours are preserved.
Definition 5 (extension of a net). Let N = (P, T, F,M0) be a net. A net
N ′ = (P ∪ P ′, T, F ′,M ′0) is an extension of N if M ′0 ↓P=M0 and:
1. F ′(p, a) = F (p, a) and F ′(a, p) = F (a, p) for each p ∈ P and a ∈ T ;
2. for each reachable marking M in N and each reachable marking M ′ in N ′
such that M ′ ↓P= M and each transition b, b is enabled in M ′ iff it is
enabled in M .
Notably, from each extension N ′ of a net N there is a homomorphism from
RG(N ′) to RG(N), as shown by the following lemma.
Lemma 4. Let N = (P, T, F,M0) be a net and N ′ = (P ∪ P ′, T, F ′,M ′0) an
extension of N . Then there is a homomorphism from RG(N ′) to RG(N).
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Proof. The homomorphism is defined by function ↓P : RG(N ′) → RG(N). The
condition on the initial state is satisfied by construction. Let us consider the
other condition.
Let us take two markings M ′1,M
′
2 in RG(N
′) and a transition t such that
M ′1[t〉M ′2. Transition t is enabled in M ′1 ↓P too, thanks to condition 2 in Def-
inition 5, and M ′1 ↓P [t〉M ′2 ↓P thanks to condition 1 as desired. By induction
on the length of the shortest path from M ′0 to M
′
1 we can show that M
′
1 ↓P is
reachable in N , thus M ′1 ↓P and M ′2 ↓P are in RG(N).
Let us now take two markings M1,M2 in RG(N) and a transition t such
that M1[t〉M2. Let M ′1 be such that M ′1 ↓P=M1. Transition t is enabled in M1
too, thanks to condition 2 in Definition 5, and M ′1[t〉M ′2 for some M ′2 such that
M ′2 ↓P=M2 thanks to condition 1 as desired. By induction on the length of the
shortest path from M0 to M1 we can show that M ′1 is reachable in N
′, thus M ′1
and M ′2 are in RG(N
′). This completes the proof. uunionsq
Checking condition 2 of the definition of extension above is equivalent to
solving the problem of state space equality, which is in general undecidable [20].
However, it is decidable in many relevant cases. In particular, complementary
nets, based on the idea presented in [30], are a special case of extension of a net.
Intuitively, a complementary net has one more place p′ for each bounded place
p in the original net, with a number of tokens such that at each time the sum of
tokens in p and p′ is equal to the bound of tokens for p.
Definition 6 (complementary net). Let N = (P, T, F,M0) be a net. The
complementary net for N is a net N ′ = (P∪P ′, T, F ′,M ′0) constructed by adding
a complement place p′ for every bounded place p ∈ P obtaining P ′ = {p′ | p ∈
bound(N)}. For all M ∈ [M0〉 and p ∈ bound(N), we define M̂ ∈ NP∪P ′ , such
that M̂(p) =M(p) and M̂(p′) = (maxM ′′∈[M0〉M
′′(p))−M(p), setting M ′0 = M̂0.
We also set F ′(p′, a) = max(F (a, p)−F (p, a), 0) and F ′(a, p′) = max(F (p, a)−
F (a, p), 0), for all p′ ∈ P ′ and a ∈ T . Furthermore, F ′(p, a) = F (p, a) and
F ′(a, p) = F (a, p) for all p ∈ P and a ∈ T .
Complementary nets are a special case of extension of nets.
Lemma 5. Let N be a net and N ′ the complementary net for N . Then N ′ is
an extension of N .
Proof. Structural conditions hold by construction, while the complementary
places do not change the sets of transitions enabled in reachable markings. uunionsq
Another example of extension just adds trap places which only collect tokens.
Such a place can be used to compute the number of times a given transition fires.
Extending a net N to make it reversible is a very powerful technique. Indeed,
we will show below that if there is any reversible net N ′ with a homomorphism
from RG(N ′) to RG(N), then there is also a reversible extension of N .
Theorem 4. Let N = (P, T, F,M0) be a net. If there is a reversible net N ′ =
(P ′, T ′, F ′,M ′0) and a homomorphism ζ
′ from RG(N ′) to RG(N) then there is
a reversible extension N ′′ of N .
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Proof. Note that T = T ′. Let N ′′ = (P ∪ P ′, T, F ∪ F ′,M ′0 ∪M0) be the simple
union of N and N ′ synchronised on the set of transitions. All the markings
in RG(N ′′) are of the form M ′ ∪M with ζ ′(M ′) = M . The proof is a simple
induction on the length of the shorter derivation from M ′0 ∪M0 to M ′ ∪M .
We show below that N ′′ is an extension of N . The condition 1 holds by
the construction. Let us check condition 2. A transition t enabled in a marking
M ′∪M of N ′′ is also trivially enabled in marking M of N . Viceversa, a transition
t enabled in marking M of N is also enabled in any marking M ′ ∪M of N ′′.
Indeed, since there is a homomorphism from RG(N ′) to RG(N), t is enabled in
M ′. Being enabled in both M ′ and M it is enabled also in M ′ ∪M .
We now show that RG(N ′′) and RG(N ′) are isomorphic. We define the iso-
morphism as ζ ′′(M ′ ∪M) = M ′. Existence of corresponding transitions follows
as above. We also note that ζ ′′ is bijective since M = ζ ′(M ′), hence RG(N ′′)
and RG(N ′) are isomorphic.
We now have to show that N ′′ is reversible. Assume towards a contradiction
that it is not, hence from Corollary 1 it has a problematic pair (M ′1 ∪M1,M ′2 ∪
M2). M ′1 ∪M1 < M ′2 ∪M2 implies M ′1 < M ′2, and from the isomorphism M ′1 is




2) is problematic in N
′, against
the hypothesis that M ′ is reversible. This concludes the proof. uunionsq
The previous result shows that if there is a reversible net with the same
behaviour as a given net, then the given net also has a reversible extension.
We can also instantiate the result above in terms of the solvability of the
reversed transition system of a given net.
Definition 7 (Reversed transition system). The reversed transition system
of net N is obtained by taking the reachability graph RG(N) of net N and by
adding for each arc (M1, a,M2) in RG(N) a new arc (M2, a−,M1).
If the reversed transition system is synthesisable, then it can also be solved
by an extension of the original net.
Theorem 5. Let N = (P, T, F,M0) be a net and TS its reversed transition
system. If TS is synthesisable, then N has a reversible extension.
Proof. Let N ′ = (P ′, T ′, F ′,M ′0) be a solution of TS. By definition RG(N
′)
without reverse transitions and RG(N) are isomorphic. Using the technique in
the proof of Theorem 4 we can show that the simple union of N ′ without reverse
transitions and N synchronised on transitions is an extension of N . Furthermore,
one can add reverse transitions by synchronising the reverse in N with the re-
verse in N ′, and this does not change the set of reachable markings. Indeed, an
additional marking would be reachable in N ′ too, against the hypothesis. uunionsq
Hence the questions “Is the reversed transition system of a net N synthesisable?”
and “Can we find a reversible extension of a net N?” are equivalent. From now
on we will concentrate on the second formulation.
Thanks to Corollary 1, this second formulation is also equivalent to “Can
we find an extension N ′ of a net N such that, for each transition b, net N ′ has
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no b-problematic pair?”. Naturally, the answer to this question depends on the
structure of the set of b-problematic pairs in N .
We discuss below the answer to this question in various classes of nets. For
instance, we can give a positive answer to the question if for each problematic
pair (M1,M2) in N there is at least a bounded place p such that the number
of tokens in p in M1 and in M2 is different. Indeed, such pairs are no more
b-problematic in the complementary net, which is thus reversible.
However, this is not the case for all nets. In particular, there is no reversible
extension of the Petri Net in N1 in Figure 1, as shown by the result below.
Example 1. In order to show that there is no reversible extension N ′ of the net
N1 in Figure 1 we show that any extension of N1 has at least one b-problematic
pair. We show, in particular, that the pair of markings ([1, 1], [2, 1]) remains b-
problematic in any extension. Assume this is not the case. Then one of the new
places, let us call it p, should have less tokens in M2 than in M1. In particular,
this should happen if we go to M1 via b and to M2 via bba. Hence, the effect of
ba on p should be negative. This is not possible, since we have an infinite path
(ba)∗, which would be disabled against the hypothesis.
As a consequence of Theorem 5, the reversed transition system of N1 is not
synthesisable. We can generalise the example above as follows:
Lemma 6. If a net N has a b-problematic pair (M1,M2) such that M2 is reach-
able from M1 by σ, and there is a marking M ∈ [M0〉 where σω is enabled then
there is no reversible extension N ′ of N .
Unfortunately, the above result together with the construction of comple-
mentary nets do not cover the whole spectrum of possible behaviours. We give
below two examples of nets that do not satisfy the premises of Lemma 6 and
where b-problematic pairs cannot be removed using complementary nets. How-
ever, in Example 2 there is an extension where b can be reversed, while this is
not the case in Example 3.
Example 2. Consider the net N2 in Figure 4. There is only one minimal b-
problematic pair, composed of two markings M1 = [0, 1, 0] and M2 = [1, 2, 0]
(emphasised in grey). This pair does not satisfy the premises of Lemma 6. More-
over, all places in this net are unbounded and we cannot use the complementary
net construction. However, one can consider adding a forth place pb which is
a postplace of transition b (with weight 1). After that, since M1(pb) = 1 and
M2(pb) = 0, the two considered markings no longer form a b-problematic pair.
Note that, however, markings [1, 2, 0] and [2, 3, 0] form an a-problematic pair that
satisfies the premises of Lemma 6 and hence the whole net cannot be reversed.
Example 3. Consider net N3 in Figure 5. All places in N3 are unbounded, and
the computation c(caba)ω is enabled in N3, hence additional places that count
the number of executions of each transition are unbounded as well. Therefore
we cannot use the idea described in Example 2, nor the complementary net.




























Fig. 4. Net N2 and part of its reachability graph.
We show now that Lemma 6 cannot be used either. Suppose that there is a
b-problematic pair (M1,M2) with M2 reachable from M1. This means that the
computation M0[σ〉Mx[b〉M1[ρ〉M2 is enabled in N3. Note that for every reach-
able markingM : (i) ifM [bc〉 thenM [cb〉 and (ii) ifM(p3) > 1 thenM [ba〉 implies
M [ab〉, (iii) if M(p1) > 3 then M [bac〉 implies M [cab〉. Moreover if M(p3) ≤ 1
then a is not enabled at M while if M(p1) ≤ 2 then ac is not enabled at M .
Let ρ′bσ′ be such that Mx[ρ′〉Mz[b〉My[σ′〉M2 and σ′ is the shortest possible. By
rearrangement (i) described above, σ′ starts with a (otherwise we can move b
forward and σ′ is not the shortest possible). In order for a to be enabled we need
My(p3) ≥ 2, but if My(p3) > 2 we could swap a and b against the hypothesis
that σ′ is minimal. Hence, the only possibility is My(p3) = 2. Thus aa is not
enabled. Hence, σ′ is a or it starts with ac. Let us consider the second case. Since
ac is enabled we have My(p1) > 2. By rearrangment (iii) we have Mz(p1) ≤ 3
which implies My(p1) ≤ 1, otherwise σ′ would not be minimal, hence this case
can never happen. Thus, σ′ = a, My(p3) = 2, M2(p3) = 1. As a consequence,
Mx(p3) < M1(p3) ≤ M2(p3) = 1 (as M1 and M2 form a problematic pair) and
the only possibility is Mx(p3) = 0. The only reachable marking with no tokens
in p3 is the initial marking [4, 0, 0]. Thus, M1 = [2, 0, 1] which is a contradiction,
since the only marking reachable from [2, 0, 1] is b-reachable. Hence, Lemma 6
cannot be used.
Fortunately, we can reuse the reasoning from Example 1. We have to show
that the pair of states marked in grey remains b-problematic for every extension
of N3. Assume that there exists an extension of N3 for which markings M ′1
and M ′2 corresponding to M1 and M2 do not form a b-problematic pair. This
means that there is a new place p such that M ′1(p) > M
′
2(p). In particular,
eff p(b) > eff p(c) + eff p(b) + eff p(a). Hence the effect of ca is negative. This
is not possible since we have an infinite path c(ca)∗, which would be disabled,
against Definition 5. Hence no reversible extension exists.










































Fig. 5. Unsolvable net N3 and part of its reachability graph.
7 Conclusions
In the paper we presented an approach to equip a possibly unbounded Petri
net with a set of effect-reverses for each transition without changing the set of
reachable markings. We have shown that, contrarily to the bounded case, this is
not always possible. We introduced the notion of b-problematic pair of markings,
which makes the analysis of the net easier.
We have shown, in particular, that a net can be reversed iff it has no b-
problematic pairs. Furthermore, we have shown that sometimes b-problematic
pairs can be removed by extending the net, and that, if the labelled transition
system of the reverse net is synthesisable, then this can always be done.
However, our techniques cannot cover the whole class of Petri nets, since the
undecidability of the existence of at least one b-problematic pair remains. This
result might surprise, since there exist only finitely many minimal b-problematic
pairs, and one can easily compute a finite over-approximation of the set contain-
ing all the first components of such minimal b-problematic pairs.
The particular case above shows that Dickson’s Lemma guarantees finiteness
of a set of minimals, but not the decidability of its emptiness. In order to use
Dickson’s Lemma constructively to compute all the elements in this finite set,
we need a procedure deciding whether there exists any element larger than a
given one. But this is just another formulation of the emptiness problem we
want to solve using Dickson’s Lemma constructively. In our opinion, this is the
main reason of the counter-intuitiveness of some facts presented in this paper.
As future work one can try to reduce the gap between the sets of nets for
which we can and we cannot add effect-reverses. Also, exploiting results of [22]
on the undecidability of reachability sets for nets with 5 unbounded places, one
may try bound the number of unbounded places needed to prove undecidability
of the transition reversibility problem.
Furthermore, the relation between the results above and reversibility in other
models should be explored. As already mentioned, reversibility is the notion
normally used in process calculi [12], programming languages [33,26] and Turing
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machines [5]. The Janus approach [33] obtains reversibility without using history
information, as we do in Section 5. This approach requires a carefully crafted
language, e.g., assignments, conditional and loops in Janus are nonstandard.
Ensuring reversibility in existing models (from Turing machines [5] and CCS [12]
to Erlang [26]) normally requires history information, and indeed in Section 6
additional places are used to keep such history information. However, while most
of the approaches use dedicated constructs to store history information, here
we add history information within the model, and this explains why this is not
always possible. This is always possible in Turing machines [5], which are however
sequential, while Petri nets are concurrent, and more expressive than Petri nets.
The only result in the concurrency literature we are aware of showing that history
information can be coded inside the model is the mapping of reversible higher-
order pi-calculus into higher-order pi-calculus in [25], which however completely
changes the structure of the system, while here we only add new places preserving
the original backbone of the system. Indeed, our result is close to [17] where
reversibility for distributed Erlang programs is obtained via monitoring, since
both approaches feature a distributed state and a minimal interference with the
original system. Yet the approach in [17] requires a known and well-behaved
communication structure ensured by choreographies. Summarising, the results
in this paper can help in answering general questions about reversibility, such
as “Which kinds of systems can be reversed without history information?” and
“Which kinds of systems can be reversed using only history information modelled
inside the original language and preserving the structure of the system?”
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